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Determination of key factors and parameters is necessary to design any process when

number of factors are large. Design of Experiments technique is an important statistical

tool to serve the purpose. This work demonstrates a method to perform qualitative

analysis in order to determine cardinal control factors for Graphene growth at low

temperature values using Fractional Factorial design. Graphene is synthesized using

Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) method in this work. Attribute

Response Analysis suggests that Graphene growth temperature, deposition time and

RF power are important controlling factors. This is verified by Graphene growth using the

predicted recipe.

Keywords: design of experiments, low temperature graphene synthesis, optimized growth parameters, plasma,

Raman

INTRODUCTION

2D materials are becoming increasingly popular after the discovery of Graphene (Novoselov et al.,
2004). This wonder-material comprises of honeycomb crystal lattice and is only single-atom thick
(Novoselov et al., 2005; Allen et al., 2010; Zhu et al., 2010). Due to its superior electrical (Geim and
Novoselov, 2007; Moser et al., 2007) and thermal (Balandin et al., 2008) properties, Graphene finds
its place in various applications such as photodetectors, optical modulator, sensors and metrology,
etc. (Novoselov et al., 2012).

Among various well established Graphene growth methods Chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
technique (Reina et al., 2009; Thiele et al., 2010) is the most common and economical in terms of
size and quality. However, the working temperature used in CVD method is about 900–1020

◦
C.

Therefore, there is a shift in approach and Plasma-Enhanced CVD (PECVD) has become
increasingly prominent because of its low operational temperature and has been employed for
growing carbon nanostructures successfully (Wu et al., 2002). Nickel substrate has been successfully
used for Graphene Synthesis using PECVD (Nandamuri et al., 2010; Qi et al., 2011; Peng et al., 2013,
2015), but the key process parameters and their purview to control and influence the synthesis is not
methodically studied. This is necessary as there are more number of growth parameters in PECVD
as compared to conventional CVD. Therefore, several recipes to produce PECVD based Graphene
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are possible and each recipe will result in different quality of
Graphene. Hence, a systematic study of important process factors
is required for different quality of Graphene suitable for different
applications, so that engineering of synthesized graphene can be
made possible.

One factor at a time (OFAT) experiments are usually
performed for such investigation, wherein each factor involved in
the experiment is varied one at a time while holding others fixed
(Mason et al., 1991; Czitrom, 1999). On the other hand, Design of
Experiments (DoE) method for conducting experiments is one of
the statistical approaches which is more efficient in order to study
two or more simultaneously varying factors (Czitrom, 1999; Mei
et al., 2015). This is because DoE method ensures minimum
number of experimental runs and provides information on the
significances of individual factors as well as their interaction
(Mason et al., 1991; Czitrom, 1999; Montgomery and Runger,
2010; Mei et al., 2015). In fact, DoE has been implemented
for controlling process parameters for various nano-suspension
(Verma et al., 2009) and nano-carriers (Xu et al., 2011; Kamal
et al., 2015) and surface roughness prediction (Vicente et al.,
1998).

This work demonstrates a method to perform Qualitative
Analysis of Graphene synthesized by PECVD in a low
temperature regime. The Qualitative Analysis is conducted using
Attribute-Response Fractional-Factorial DoE design in order to
determine the essential factors that influence the synthesis of
Graphene on a Nickel thin film.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design-of-Experiments
Design-of-Experiments (DoE) is a very simple and yet an
efficient statistical tool to determine the simultaneous variation
in effects and contributions of different levels of multiple-factors

TABLE 1 | DoE analysis factors.

Levels Factors

Annealing temperature (◦C) Power (W) H2/CH4 Ratio Deposition time (min) Ar Flux (sccm)

A B C D E

−1 (Low) 400 50 10 3 10

+1 (High) 600 150 50 10 30

TABLE 2 | Summary of Reported Works with different recipes for PECVD graphene growth on Ni substrate.

Reports Parameters

Growth

Temperature (◦C)

H2 Flow rate

(sccm)

CH4 Flow Rate

(sccm)

H2/CH4 gas

ratio

Deposition

time (min)

Power

(W)

Ar flow rate

(sccm)

Substrate

Kim et al., 2011 450–750 – – 10–80 1 1,400 – Ni Foil

Peng et al., 2015 550 – 3 – 1.667 100 200 Ni thin film

Peng et al., 2013 350, 450, 475 – 3 – 1.667 100 200 Ni thin film

Junlei et al., 2012 650 40 2-8 – 0.5–1 200 80 Ni thin film

Qi et al., 2011 650 40 2 – 0.5 200 80 Ni thin film

involved in an experiment (Lorenzen and Anderson, 1993;
Vicente et al., 1998). The need for implementation of DoE in
this work is evident from the fact that the parameters used to
synthesize materials at nano-level such as Graphene is much
more stringent than any other macro-level process. This work
primarily focusses on Factorial Experiments which involves two
levels for each of the multiple factors and the response is carefully
chosen for which the significance and effects of parameters are
elucidated. This technique helps in clearing the dilemma of
selecting appropriate levels of factors for experiment designers,
by performing minimum experiments and obtaining maximum
information from the same. In order to save time and resources
further, Fractional-Factorial DoE (Montgomery, 2013) is a viable
option for systematically reducing the number of experimental
runs without deteriorating the necessary statistical information.
The methodology for the DoE implementation in this work is
explained below.

Qualification Analysis of growth parameters for Graphene
synthesized by PECVD on a nickel substrate in a low temperature
regime is conducted using Attribute-Response (Jayakumar,
2018) Fractional-Factorial DoE design. An Attribute-Response
(Jayakumar, 2018) DoE Analysis is used here because not every
recipe results in Graphene synthesis. Hence, we study the effect
of levels on the process factors which are favorable for synthesis
of Graphene. Here, five main factors with two levels each are
considered as shown in Table 1.

Since this work shows a qualification study of growth
parameters, all the factors which can influence the possibility
of growing Graphene are considered. The choice of five main
factors are made on the basis of pilot experiments as all these
factors are involved in Graphene growth in this process and can
be controlled. The choice of levels has been made after careful
study of literature summarized in Table 2. From Table 2, the
temperature range is chosen to be 400–600◦C keeping in mind
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the minimum possible growth temperature (Peng et al., 2013)
and application of Graphene on Ni metal for semiconductor-
based applications. Similarly, the H2/CH4 gas ratio, Deposition
Time, Power and Ar gas flow rate are chosen based on a balanced
combination of data in Table 2 and equipment limitations.

The five factors in Table 1 are named as A, B, C, D, and E
and their levels are coded as mathematical “−1” and “+1” for
low and high levels respectively. The two levels of each factors
are chosen based on preliminary experimental results and various
works reported previously (Nandamuri et al., 2010; Qi et al., 2011;
Peng et al., 2013, 2015) which suggested a range of levels for
each factor suitable for Graphene synthesis. Since the number
of factors involved in the process is 5, the experimental runs
as per the Factorial design will be 32 which is quite large to
practically experiment with. Therefore, we choose Fractional-
Factorial design for DoE analysis.

Graphene Synthesis Using PECVD
E-beam deposition technique is used to prepare the experimental
sample by deposition of 100 nm thick Nickel film on 1 cm× 1 cm
Si/SiO2 substrate using E-BEAM System by Kao Duen
Technology Corporation which is transferred to PECVD
chamber (by Kao Duen Technology Corporation). Graphene

TABLE 3 | Experimental conditions.

Runs Temperature Power H2/CH4 ratio Deposition time Ar Flux

A B C D = A × B E = A × C

1 −1 −1 −1 +1 +1

2 +1 −1 −1 −1 −1

3 −1 +1 −1 −1 +1

4 +1 +1 −1 +1 −1

5 −1 −1 +1 +1 −1

6 +1 −1 +1 −1 +1

7 −1 +1 +1 −1 −1

8 +1 +1 +1 +1 +1

FIGURE 1 | Schematic of PECVD chamber for Graphene synthesis. 100 nm of

Nickel film on Si/SiO2 substrate is treated with 2 levels of substrate

temperature, RF power, H2/CH4 ratio, deposition time, Ar flux in a PECVD

chamber. The recipe is adjusted as per the levels chosen for DoE analysis.

deposition process using PECVD method might possibly result
into samples either with or without Graphene. Hence an
Attribute Response (positive if Graphene is present and negative
if Graphene absent) is analyzed. The PECVD chamber pressure
is pumped down to 20 mtorr and the recipe for Graphene growth
is adjusted based on the factors chosen in Table 3. Specifically,
for factor C which is the H2/CH4 gas ratio, the flow rate for H2 is
fixed to 50 sccm and the same for CH4 is varied from 5 to 1 sccm
in order to produce the gas ratios of 10 and 50, respectively.

The apparatus schematic for Graphene synthesis using
PECVD method is shown in Figure 1.

To reduce the number of experiments with 5 factors, which
would be 25 = 32, Factorial DoE experiment is employed in
this work, and we consider LF−2 analysis where L represents
number of levels i.e., 2, and F represents number of factors
i.e., 5. Thus, only eight experimental runs are needed, and the
experimental conditions are presented in Table 3. In order to
have five replicates, five samples are kept in the PECVD chamber
for each experimental run.

The construction of the experimental conditions in Table 3

can be referenced to (Montgomery and Runger, 2010). Here
all eight possible combinations of levels for factors A, B, C are
considered while the levels for factors D and E are chosen using
Design Generators AB and AC, respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Table 4 shows the summary of all the experimental runs where
disordered graphite (Boyd et al., 2015) deposition for 2nd and
6th experimental runs. On the contrary, successful Graphene
deposition occurred for 4th and 8th experimental runs only.
These are verified by characterization of the experimental
samples using Raman Spectroscopy (the equipment used is PTT
RAMaker Micro Raman/PL/TR-PL Spectrometer by Protrustech
Company Limited). The laser excitation wavelength used is
473 nm and the laser spot size is 0.5µm in diameter).
Five different points on a sample is scanned for Raman
spectrum.

The appearance of ID, IG, and I2D peaks in the Raman
Spectrum (Ferrari and Robertson, 2001; Ferrari, 2007) of 4th and
8th experimental runs are shown in Figure 2.

The value of pg in Table 4 indicates the proportion of samples
out of five replicates, with the presence of Graphene on them at
each of the five points. The proportion, pg is treated with the
Arcsine (or inverse sine: sin−1) transformation which is often
used to “normalize” data comprising of percentage or proportion
(Dytham, 2011; Jayakumar, 2018).

Figure 3 shows the main effect plots (obtained using Minitab
Trial Version 17) of the five factors with respect to the Arcsin
[sqrt(pg)] which is the response in this case.

Main effect plots are often used in DoE analysis to observe
the average change in a response as a result of variations in
the factors’ level (Spall, 2010). Non-horizontal main effect plots
represent different levels of the factor affecting the response
differently and steepness of the slope of such plots indicates
magnitude of the main effect. On the other hand, horizontal
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TABLE 4 | DoE analysis results.

Runs Temperature (◦C) Power (W) H2/CH4 ratio Deposition

time (min)

Ar Flux ID, IG peaks I2D peak pg Arcsin [sqrt(pg)]

A B C D E

1 400 50 10 10 30 X X 0 0

2 600 50 10 3 10
√

X 0 0

3 400 150 10 3 30 X X 0 0

4 600 150 10 10 10
√ √

1 1.57

5 400 50 50 10 10 X X 0 0

6 600 50 50 3 30
√

X 0 0

7 400 150 50 3 10 X X 0 0

8 600 150 50 10 30
√ √

1 1.57

−1 or Low level +1 or High level

FIGURE 2 | Raman Spectrum for all eight experimental runs; successful

Graphene deposition for runs 4 and 8 is evident by the appearance of ID, IG,
and I2D peaks whereas for runs 2 and 6 result in disordered graphene

signature. Runs 1, 3, 5, and 7 result in flat Raman characteristics.

(parallel to the x-axis) main effect plots indicate absence of main
effects (Jayakumar, 2018). Figure 3 indicates that factors A, B,
and D are non-parallel and thus, they affect the response.

Figure 4 shows the normal plot of the effects obtained
by Attribute-Response Fractional-Factorial DoE analysis (using
Minitab Trial Version 17) which reaffirms that factor A which is
Temperature, factor B which is RF power and factor C which is
deposition time, are significant.

The variation in the outcome-responses due to variation in
factors individually are vulnerable to the noise occurring in the
experiments, and only suitable and correct statistical significance
should be the basis for considering the main effects. In order
to test for statistical significance, Analysis of Variance (ANOVA)
statistics are used and presented in Table 5.

Table 5 indicates that factors A, B, and D are statistically
significant for the response at 1% significant level as the P < 0.01
and is consistent with the Normal plot in Figure 4. Note here that

the P-values for factors C and E are also zero, and their zero is due
to the zero sum of square, and hence they are not considered as
statistically significant.

Here a worth noting point is that lower order Interaction
terms other than BC and BE (both are statistically insignificant as
shown in Table 5 due to zero value of sum of squares and hence
a null P-value) are not considered and are removed because they
are confounding in nature which means that their effects cannot
be estimated separately from one another (Minitab Assistant
White Paper). For example, interaction term AD is confounded
with factor B because D = AB (Design Generator), so AD =
A.AB = B (A.A is always unity) (Lorenzen and Anderson, 1993;
Minitab Assistant White Paper1). Similarly other interaction
terms are confounded with the terms present in Table 4 and are
removed.

On the other hand, higher order interaction terms, are
pooled as an estimate of error (Montgomery and Runger, 2010)
because three-factor, four-factor and five-order interactions are
negligible and the system is dominated by main effects and
lower order interactions as governed by Sparsity Effects Principle
(Montgomery and Runger, 2010).

Figure 5 shows the predicted recipe based on our DoE
analysis. This prediction is generated by Response Optimizer
tool (Minitab.com, 2018) which takes in account the combined
effect of levels of the factors under consideration, in order to
maximize the chances of growth of Graphene which is the value
of Arcsin [sqrt(pg)] in our case and minimize the chances of
obtaining disordered graphite. It predicts that for a recipe of
600

◦
C temperature (high level for factor A), 150W RF power

(high level for factor B), H2/CH4 gas flux ratio of 50 (high level for
factor C), 10min of deposition time (high level for factor D), and
10 sccm of Argon (low level for factor E), the outcome-response
will be synthesis of Graphene with 95% confidence level.

This outcome predicted through the DoE analysis is indeed
verified experimentally by running an experiment based on
the predicted recipe and examine its Graphene signature using

1Minitab Assistant White Paper Design of Experiments (DOE). Available Online

at: http://support.minitab.com/en-us/minitab/17/Assistant_DOE.pdf (Accessed

January 5, 2018).
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FIGURE 3 | Main effect plots for the Arcsin [sqrt(pg)] response. Factors “A,” “B,” and, “D” show the main effects.

FIGURE 4 | Normal plot of effects. Factors “A”, “B,” and “D” are indicated as significant ones.

Raman Characteristics. Figure 6 shows the Raman spectrum for
the experimental run of predicted recipe.

Figure 6 depicts presence of multi-layer Graphene (Ferrari
and Robertson, 2001; Ferrari, 2007) synthesis based on the
predicted recipe in Figure 5 as ID/IG and I2D/IG ratios are 0.517
and 0.189, respectively.

The novelty of this work lies in the ability of such
implementation, to evaluate the extent of each parameter
contributing to the possibility of Graphene growth. This work
exhibits a qualification analysis in order to determine the key
factors and their extent of significance which will facilitate
the growth process. The optimized growth recipe reveals the

best combination of parameters’ levels for the desired outcome.
This study is the first step toward the Quantitative study
which determines the key factors which influence the quality
(in terms of defects and number of layers) which makes the
design of entire Graphene process systematic and economical.
Especially in cases where the number of factors is large and
yet with less number of experiments using Fractional-Factorial
methodology, we can determine crucial information. Such an
implementation also reveals those parameters’ combinations
which otherwise, is not considered as a part of the experimental
runs, but still can be the best ones based on the DoE
analysis.
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TABLE 5 | Analysis of variance for Arcsin response.

Source Degree of

freedomDF

Adjusted sum

of squares SS

Adjusted mean of

squares MS = SS/DF

F = MS/MSE P

A 1 1.2324 1.2324 21.33 0.000285

B 1 1.2324 1.2324 21.33 0.000285

C 1 0.0000 0.0000 00.00 0.00000

D 1 1.2324 1.2324 21.33 0.000285

E 1 0.0000 0.0000 00.00 0.00000

BC 1 0.0000 0.0000 00.00 0.00000

BE 1 0.0000 0.0000 00.00 0.00000

Error 16 0.9245 MSE = 0.05778

FIGURE 5 | Predicted recipe based on the DoE analysis indicating high levels of factors “A,” “B”, “C,” “D” while low level of factor “E” will result in effective desired

response of synthesizing Graphene.

FIGURE 6 | Raman spectrum for the Ni sample treated with a recipe of 600
◦
C

temperature, 150W RF power, H2/CH4 gas flux ratio of 50, 10min of

deposition time and 10 sccm of Argon in PECVD chamber. Presence of ID, IG
peaks, and a significant I2D confirms presence of Graphene.

CONCLUSION

Qualitative Analysis of low temperature Graphene growth
on Nickel substrate using PECVD has been successfully

implemented using Design-of Experiments. Important process
factors which control growth process are studied systematically.
Growth temperature, RF power of PECVD chamber and
deposition time are the key factors which are found to be
significant ones for low temperature Graphene growth. An
optimized recipe deduced from the DoE analysis which predicts
levels for every factor with 95% confidence level of growing
Graphene, is experimentally verified.
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